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A B S T R A C T   

The development of the central nervous system (CNS) in flies and mammals requires the production of distinct 
neurons in different locations and times. Here we review progress on how Drosophila stem cells (neuroblasts; 
NBs) generate distinct neurons over time. There are two types of NBs: type I and type II NBs (defined below); here 
we focus on type I NBs; type II NBs are reviewed elsewhere in this issue. Type I NBs generate neural diversity via 
the cascading expression of specific temporal transcription factors (TTFs). TTFs are sequentially expressed in 
neuroblasts and required for the identity of neurons born during each TTF expression window. In this way TTFs 
specify the "temporal identity" or birth-order dependent identity of neurons. Recent studies have shown that TTF 
expression in neuroblasts alter the identity of their progeny, including directing motor neurons to form proper 
connectivity to the proper muscle targets, independent of their birth-order. Similarly, optic lobe (OL) type I NBs 
express a series of TTFs that promote proper neuron morphology and targeting to the four OL neuropils. 
Together, these studies demonstrate how temporal identity is crucial in promoting proper circuit assembly within 
the Drosophila CNS. In addition, TTF orthologs in mouse are good candidates for specifying neuron types in the 
neocortex and retina. In this review we highlight the recent advances in understanding the role of TTFs in CNS 
circuit assembly in Drosophila and reflect on the conservation of these mechanisms in mammalian CNS 
development.   

1. Introduction 

During Drosophila neurogenesis, a small pool of neural progenitor 
cells generates a diverse population of neurons. Initially, embryonic 
neural progenitors (called neuroblasts; NBs) are diversified by spatially 
restricted expression of early transcription factors (reviewed in [58]. 
Drosophila NBs undergo type I or type II lineages. In type I lineages, the 
NB generates a series of ganglion mother cells (GMCs) that each produce 
a pair of sibling neurons; in type II NB lineages, the NB generates a series 
of intermediate neural progenitors (INPs) which each divide asymmet-
rically to generate 4–6 GMCs and their subsequent sibling neurons. In 
this review we focus on temporal patterning in type I NBs; type II line-
ages will be covered by another review in this issue. 

Diversity within type I clonally related neurons is achieved through 
temporal patterning, in which each NB undergoes a series of asymmetric 
divisions, sequentially expressing a cascade of key temporal transcrip-
tion factors (TTFs) [23]. Recent work in the ventral nerve cord (VNC) 
and central complex (CX) has demonstrated the ability of TTFs to 
regulate high-order features of neuronal identity in post-mitotic 

neurons, including molecular identity, morphology, and axon and 
dendrite targeting [35,38,39,55,56,59]. These results define temporal 
patterning as a powerful mechanism for generating neuronal diversity 
and determining terminal features. While this phenomenon has been 
well characterized in the VNC, temporal patterning is employed in other 
key brain regions as well, including the central brain and visual pro-
cessing centers (optic lobes). Here we review the recent advances in 
understanding the role of temporal patterning and TTFs in circuit as-
sembly and neural function in the Drosophila CNS. 

2. Type I neuroblasts in the ventral nerve cord 

Neuroblasts in the Drosophila VNC sequentially express the TTFs 
Hunchback (Hb), Krüppel (Kr), Pdm1/2 (Pdm), and Castor (Cas) (Fig. 1). 
As they progress through the TTF cascade, they undergo asymmetric cell 
division to generate a series of GMCs; each GMC inherits the TTF 
expressed at the time of its birth. Next, GMC division generates two 
siblings, one with a "NotchON" identity and one with a "NotchOFF" 
identity [14]. Together, these processes generate a highly diverse 
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population of neurons within the VNC. 
The best known embryonic lineage is that of NB7–1, which sequen-

tially generates the U1, U2, U3, VO, U4 and U5 NotchON motor neurons 
(MNs; Fig. 1) [6,17,23,27,49,55]. Named after their U-shaped 
morphology, the U MNs each target individual dorsal or lateral larval 
muscles. The first TTF, Hunchback, specifies the earliest temporal 
identity in most NB lineages, including U1/U2 in the NB7–1 lineage. 
Misexpression studies show that prolonged expression of Hb produces 
an increased number of Hb+ early-born cells, largely at the expense of 
late-born U3-U5 cells [23,47]. Krüppel expression follows Hb, to specify 
an early-intermediate temporal identity; U3 in the NB7–1 lineage. 
Misexpression of Kr generates ectopic Kr+ U3 neurons without inter-
fering with Hb+ neuronal identity. Kr mutants fail to produce the ex-
pected Kr+ U3 neurons [23]. The overlapping combination of Kr/Pdm 
specifies VO MN identity (see below for more details), while Pdm 
specifies U4 identity, and the Pdm/Cas combination specifies U5 MN 
identity [17]. Additionally, Pdm and Cas have been shown to close the 
second and third temporal identity windows in NB3–1, regulating the 
transition from Kr>Pdm and Pdm>Cas [17,61]. Note that the NotchOFF 

interneurons in the NB7–1 and NB3–1 lineages have yet to be charac-
terized. Similarly, Cas has been shown to specify temporal identity of 
abdominal leucokinin+ (ABLK) neurons, involved in osmotic balance, 
from the NB5–5 lineage [7]. These studies highlight how a single TTF or 
combinatorial TTFs promotes the identity of a single neuron. 

Lineages that generate two Hb+ GMCs have been reported to have 
different levels of Hb protein [26,40,44,62]. Further analysis will 
elucidate whether TTF concentration is important in specifying tempo-
ral identity or if a particular concentration threshold is sufficient. These 
examples clearly show the role of TTFs in specifying unique neuronal 
identity. While our understanding of the combinatorial potential of 
temporal identity deepens, recent work has also begun to extend tem-
poral identity fate determination in promoting circuit assembly. 

2.1. Temporal cohorts and circuit membership of interneurons 

During Drosophila neurogenesis, NB divisions displace cells towards 
the interior of the CNS, thereby positioning early-born Hb+ cells deep in 
the VNC cortex and later-born Cas+ cells more superficially [10,23,25, 
35]. In this way, neurons can be placed into temporal cohorts, or 
birth-order categories, based on their radial position alone. Each cohort, 
divided into approximately four birth-order categories (i.e. early, 
early-intermediate, late-intermediate, and late), consist of different cell 
types and various cell numbers per NB lineage. For example, the neurons 
located the deepest (near the neuropil) are an early temporal cohort and 
likely to be Hb+ , although the relationship between temporal cohorts 
and TTF expression windows is only approximate. Thus, categorizing 
neurons into temporal cohorts serves as a proxy for their position in the 
TTF cascade. 

Recent work reveals a strong correlation between temporal cohort 
identity and circuit assembly. NB3–3 gives rise to a population of in-
terneurons identified by Even-skipped (Eve) expression and lateral cell 
body positioning ("Eve Lateral" or EL neurons) [9,52,53]. The EL inter-
neuron population is subdivided into early and late temporal cohorts 
based on expression of the R11F02-Gal4 line; the deep positioned 
early-born temporal cohort lacks R11F02-Gal4 expression, while the 
superficial positioned late-born temporal cohort expresses R11F02-Gal4, 
allowing each temporal cohort to be studied separately [63]. Opto-
genetic stimulation of the early-born ELs alone, using EL-Gal4 
(expressed in both temporal cohorts) and R11F02-Gal80 (to prevent 
expression in the late temporal cohort) induces a larval escape rolling 
behavior. In contrast, specific stimulation of the late temporal cohort, 
using R11F02-Gal4, results in left/right uncoordinated movements [63]. 
Supporting these behavioral results, analysis of the EL partner neurons 
in a Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) reconstruction of the 
larval CNS showed that early-born EL neurons receive direct synaptic 
inputs from mechanosensory chordotonal neurons (neuron that can 
induce rolling) whereas the late-born EL neurons received direct input 

Fig. 1. The TTF cascade in type I VNC NBs. (A) Most VNC NBs sequentially express Hunchback (Hb), Kruppel (Kr), Pdm1/Nubbin and Pdm2 (Pdm), and Castor (Cas). 
NotchON neurons are shown on top of NotchOFF neurons. (B) Hemilineages formed by NotchON or NotchOFF at the time of GMC division. (C) Motor neuron axon and 
dendrite projections in the NB7–1 lineage. See text for details. 
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from proprioceptive neurons [20,63]. Thus, the early temporal cohort is 
in a mechanosensitive circuit whereas the late temporal cohort is in a 
proprioceptive circuit, supporting a model in which different temporal 
cohorts have distinct circuit membership. 

Shared connectivity of temporal cohorts has also been demonstrated 
in the analysis of seven bilateral NB lineages mapped in the TEM volume 
[35]. Each of these lineages produces a NotchON and NotchOFF hemi-
lineage; with NotchON hemilineages projecting to the dorsal (motor) 
neuropil and NotchOFF hemilineages projecting to a more ventral (sen-
sory) domain (Fig. 1B) [35]. Within each NB hemilineage there are four 
temporal cohorts, and thus each lineage consists of eight "hemi-
lineage/temporal" cohorts e.g. a NotchON early temporal cohort or a 
NotchOFF late temporal cohort. Analysis of synapse localization within 
hemilineage/temporal cohorts revealed that each temporal cohort 
within a NotchON hemilineage localizes presynapses to a shared region 
of the neuropil, while each ventral hemilineage-temporal cohort local-
ized postsynapses to a distinct region in the ventral sensory neuropil 
[35]. Thus, hemilineage/temporal cohorts share a common synapse 
localization domain in the neuropil; the authors hypothesize this may 
allow each temporal cohort to receive distinct sensory input and 
generate distinct motor output, consistent with participation in distinct 
circuits [35]. 

The shared synapse localization, connectivity, and circuit member-
ship of temporal cohorts in multiple NB lineages in the VNC generates a 
clear and testable hypothesis that temporal cohort membership (a proxy 
for temporal identity) plays a crucial role in determining synapse tar-
geting, connectivity and circuit membership throughout the VNC. 
Functional studies will be needed to test this hypothesis. 

2.2. Temporal cohorts and circuit membership of motor neurons 

In addition to the link between TTFs and circuit membership of 
NB3–3 interneurons (described above), TTFs have been shown to be 
functionally important for MN synapse targeting and connectivity in the 
NB7–1 lineage. NB7–1 divides every 30 min to generate the U1-U5 and 
the single VO MN (Fig. 1); the identity of the sibling neurons is un-
known. The morphology and connectivity of each MN is unique: U1 and 
U2 project axons ipsilaterally to the dorsal oblique muscles (DO1 and 
DO2, respectively), whereas U3-U5 form neuromuscular junctions with 
lateral muscles (DA2, DA3, and LL1), and the VO motor neuron projects 
to the ventral-most muscles (ventral oblique; VO) (Fig. 1C) [39,55]. 

U1-U5 axons grow into the muscle field sequentially, in order of their 
birth. They also have distinct temporal identity. Two independent 
studies asked whether U MNs target their muscle based on birth timing 
("first come, first served") or molecular temporal identity [38,56]. To 
break the correlation between birth timing and temporal identity, each 
lab misexpressed Hb throughout the NB7–1 lineage to generate ectopic 
U1 MNs that had the same temporal identity but had different birth 
dates. If all ectopic U1 neurons target the dorsal muscles, then temporal 
identity regulates targeting; if ectopic U1 neurons progressively target 
dorsal, lateral, and ventral muscles, then birth timing is most important 
for neuromuscular connectivity. Both labs observed the former result: 
muscle targeting correlated with temporal identity not birth timing [38, 
55,56]. These experiments strongly indicate that at least one TTF, Hb, 
encodes the information necessary for proper MN-muscle connectivity. 
The relevant downstream cell recognition molecules await discovery. 

The Heckscher lab extended these experiments to determine if MN- 
muscle targeting was stable over larval development, and whether the 
connectivity was functional [38]. Interestingly, third instar larvae 
following Hb misexpression show significantly more synaptic connec-
tions to muscle DO2 (normal U2 target) than muscle DO1 (normal U1 
target). They propose this may be due to the increased occupancy of 
muscle DO1, in which the muscle is physically over crowed with ectopic 
U1 MNs, driving later-born ectopic U1s to form connections with the 
closest alternative, DO2. Ectopic synapses were observed to make 
functional connections based on localization of pre-synaptic markers for 

synaptic vesicles (Synapsin; Syn) and active zones (Bruchpilot; Brp), as 
well as the postsynaptic markers for muscle post-synaptic density (Discs 
large; Dlg) and the neurotransmitter glutamate receptor, GluRIIA [38]. 
Post-synaptic responses from spontaneous synaptic vesicle release were 
also observed in every synaptic branch in both controls and Hb misex-
pressed larvae, indicating functional synapses. 

In addition to a role in MN axon target choice, TTFs are also impli-
cated in MN dendrite targeting [38,56]. U1 and U2 dendrites project to 
both the ipsilateral and contralateral dorsal neuropil, whereas U3-U5 
dendrites project to the same domain but remain ipsilateral. Hb mis-
expression generated ectopic U1 neurons based on molecular identity, 
and many of them projected to the contralateral dorsal neuropil as do 
endogenous U1 neurons. The ectopic U1 neurons did not, however, 
perfectly replicate endogenous U1 neuron dendrite targeting. Ectopic 
neurons projected contralaterally in a dorsal region whereas endoge-
nous U1 neurons cross the midline ventrally. Nevertheless, despite the 
new routing, ectopic U1 neurons projected contralaterally to the U1 
dendrite domain, showing that temporal identity plays an important role 
in motor dendrite targeting in addition to its role in axon targeting and 
circuit formation [38,56]. It remains an open question whether the 
ectopic U1 neurons have the same premotor inputs as endogenous U1 
neurons. 

In all experiments where Hb is misexpressed throughout the NB7–1 
lineage, it loses its ability to induce U1 neurons over time. There are 
several possible explanations. First, Hb alone is not sufficient to promote 
U1 MN identity [38]. The authors propose a context dependent model, 
in which Hb promotes neuronal identity in combination with additional 
temporally regulated gene programs. Second, failure of Hb to transform 
all neurons in the lineage may be due to loss of NB competency to 
respond to Hb [27,56]. Third, expression of the NB7–1-Gal4 driver line 
declines over time [56], such that there may be insufficient Hb levels 
late in the lineage. Any one, or all, of these mechanisms may be 
occurring. 

Hb also specifies early-born MN connectivity in the NB3–1 lineage. 
NB3–1 produces four "Raw Prawn" (RP) MNs in the sequence of RP1, 
RP4, RP3, and RP5 [61]; these neurons connect with ventral muscles 
VL1–4 [31]. Similar to NB7–1, prolonged expression of Hb in NB3–1 
resulted in an increase in RP1/4 early-born Hb+ MNs with functional 
synaptic connections to muscles VL1 and VL2 [39]. However, electro-
physiology did not show an increased response in muscle stimulation. 
Upon further observation, animals with ectopic RP1/4 neurons 
appeared to release more synaptic vesicles compared to controls, but 
showed a decrease in postsynaptic receptor sensitivity, measured by 
miniature-EPSP (mEPSP) amplitude [39]. This result provides a clear 
example of how homeostatic compensation during development allows 
for near-normal muscle responses to generate wild-type behavior. 

Hb is not the only TTF to specify neuronal identity in embryonic type 
I NB lineages. Misexpression of Pdm alone in NB7–1 results in an 
extended Pdm/Cas window and the corresponding increase in U5 neu-
rons [17,39]. Surprisingly, there were regional differences in the 
response to Pdm misexpression: in segments A1-A3 there were an 
increased number of U5 neurons only, whereas in segments A4-A7 there 
was a lack of the U3 Kr+ neuron. It is tempting to propose that ectopic 
Pdm created a Kr/Pdm window that generated a VO neuron rather than 
a U3 neuron (see below for more details). Interestingly, segments with 
increased U5 MNs showed a significant increase in synaptic branching to 
muscle LL1, but all other muscles showed no change in synapse 
branching number. Synapses of muscle LL1 were also shown to be 
functionally connected, visualized by post-synaptic responses to spon-
taneous synaptic vesicle release in MNs. In addition, hemisegments 
lacking U3 had a significant decrease in the number of synapses to 
muscle DA2 [39]. These results are evidence that, similar to the function 
of Hb, Pdm temporal identity promotes neuromuscular specificity, 
directing LL1 muscle targeting to form functional connections and may 
generate ectopic VO MNs at the expense of U3 Kr+ neurons. 

Individual embryonic TTFs have been assayed by both loss- and gain- 
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of-function experiments, yet there are additional examples where the 
overlap of two TTFs creates a unique neuronal identity. First, the com-
bination of Pdm/Cas in the NB7–1 gives rise to the U5 neuron [17]. 
Misexpression of Pdm on top of the endogenous Cas window creates an 
extended Pdm/Cas window of NB expression that leads to additional U5 
neurons [17]. More recently, the identification of a Kr/Pdm+ GMC in 
the NB7–1 lineage has led to the discovery of a previously undiscovered 
Kr/Pdm+ neuron, termed the VO neuron [6,55]. Unlike U1–5 neurons, 
the VO MN has an Eve- Nkx6+ Zfh1+ molecular identity [55]. VO 
dendrites remain ipsilaterally and axonal projections travel the inter-
segmental nerve d branch (ISNd) and target ventral oblique muscles, 
VO4–6. Interestingly, VO does not share similar dendrite projections or 
postsynaptic localization with U3 or U4 within the neuropil. This dis-
covery shows that NB7–1 produces both Eve+ MNs projecting to dor-
sal/lateral muscles and a Nkx6+ ventral projecting neuron. To 
determine if Kr/Pdm combinatorial temporal identity promotes VO 
muscle targeting, Kr/Pdm were co-misexpressed in the NB7–1 lineage. 
Co-misexpression resulted in the generation of U1/U2 Hb+ and U3 
Kr+ neurons, as expected, plus an increase of 2–3 Nkx6+ Zfh1+ VO 
neurons at the expense of later-born U4/U5 neurons. Using multi-color 
flip out (MCFO) [46], two individually labeled HA and V5 tagged neu-
rons were shown to target the ventral oblique muscles through the ISNd, 
proving that the ectopic VO neurons were not just molecularly trans-
formed but also morphologically transformed [55]. The functional 
properties of the ectopic VO neurons await investigation. This is a strong 
example of how combinatorial expression of the TTFs, Kr and Pdm, 
function to define temporal identity and promote neuromuscular 
targeting. 

2.3. Downstream effectors of temporal transcription factors 

Temporal transcription factors are expressed transiently, leading to a 
model in which TTFs drive expression of downstream TFs that consoli-
date and maintain neuronal identity. However, until recently, scant 
evidence in the Drosophila VNC supported this model. Recent work has 
provided support for this model in the specification of the VO motor 
neuron. The neuron develops from the Kr/Pdm double positive temporal 
window, and this TTF combination is necessary and sufficient for the 
expression of the homeodomain TF Nkx6 (Flybase: HGTX). Interestingly, 
similar to Kr/Pdm misexpression, misexpression of Nkx6 in NB7–1 
resulted in production of ectopic VO MNs at the expense of U3-U5 
neurons [56]. Complementing these findings, Nkx6 RNAi knockdown 
resulted in a loss of VO neurons and an additional Eve+ neuron. Nkx6 
knockdown also showed a complete loss of neuron projections through 
the ISNd to the ventral oblique muscle [55]. These findings, together 
with Kr/Pdm manipulations discussed above, provide strong support for 
the model whereby transient TTFs drive expression of homeodomain TFs 
that establish and maintain neuronal identity. It is likely that Eve and 
Nkx6 function similarly: the former acting with co-factors to establish 
unique U1-U5 neuron identity, while the latter acting alone to specify 
the single VO motor neuron identity [55]. In each case there is accu-
mulating evidence that the TTF/homeodomain TFs function to not only 
specify molecular identity but also higher order properties such as 
neuronal projections, synapse localization, and connectivity. These 
conclusions are based on the role of TTF/TFs in motor neurons; it re-
mains to be seen if a similar mechanism is used to drive higher order 
properties of interneurons. 

3. Type I neuroblasts in the optic lobe 

3.1. Neurogenesis and identification of TTF cascade in the optic lobe 

In addition to the VNC, the Drosophila optic lobe (OL) provides a 
powerful model for understanding the contribution of developmental 
specification programs to the morphological and connectivity features of 
mature post-mitotic neurons. The OL is comprised of four distinct 

regions: the lamina, medulla, lobula and lobula plate [15,32,64]. These 
structures are derived from two primary regions of the OL: the superfi-
cially located outer proliferation center (OPC) which gives rise to the 
neurons of the lamina and medulla, and the inner proliferation center 
(IPC) which generates the lobula and lobula plate neurons [5,22]. 
Additionally, a specialized region at the tips of the OPC (tOPC) uses 
Notch-dependent mechanisms to contribute a subset of neurons to the 
medulla, lobula and lobula plate [8]. 

Each medulla NB generates a set of postmitotic neurons which are 
arranged by birth-order in a linear and radial orientation. Investigation 
of the developmental determinants producing this arrangement initially 
revealed six candidate TTFs sequentially expressed: Homothorax (Hth) 
> Klumpfuss (Klu) > Eyeless (Ey) > Sloppy paired 1/2 (Slp) > Dichaete 
(D) > Tailless (Tll). These TTFs determine the downstream expression of 
previously characterized TFs in concentric rings of mature OL neurons 
[32,60](Fig. 2 A). More recently, Konstantinides et al. and Zhu et al. 
performed single-cell sequencing of OL cells to determine the TTF 
cascade in these lineages with higher resolution. They demonstrate that 
most TTFs are expressed in overlapping windows to create combinato-
rial codes, which could specify neuronal identity. They uncovered 12 
putative TTF windows that, when combined with five spatial patterning 
domains and Notch-dependent hemilineage diversification, would be 
sufficient to generate the roughly 120 cell types in the medulla [28,65]. 
As seen in the VNC, the OL also uses a NotchON/OFF mechanism to further 
diversify each lineage into hemilineages with unique features: for 
example, about half of the neurons born during the Ey window maintain 
Ey expression, while the other half are Ey-/Apterous+ (Ap). In mutants 
for Suppressor of Hairless (SuH), the transcriptional effector of Notch 
signaling, all the neuronal progeny of the Ey window are converted to an 
Ey+ identity, with complete loss of Ap expression. Overall, the com-
bined action of the spatial, TTF cascade, and Notch-dependent signaling 
generate remarkable diversity in the OL, in parallel to the function of 
these mechanisms in the VNC [32,35,60]. 

Neuronal progeny arising from medulla NBs are organized in a 
“beads on a string” arrangement in which the youngest columns of 
neurons are located close to the OPC neuroepithelium. Birth of newer 
neurons displaces older neurons to more medial locations adjacent to the 
central brain. Additionally, within each column the youngest neurons 
are located next to their NBs at the superficial surface of the medulla 
cortex, while the oldest neurons are pushed deeper towards the neuropil 
[5,19,43]. This spatial orientation results in the arrangement of neuron 
subtypes expressing TF combinations corresponding with birth-order in 
concentric rings within the medulla cortex, and allows for the simulta-
neous observation of NBs at different temporal stages in their lineage 
progression [19]. In the next section, we will explore evidence showing 
that these mechanisms not only generate diversity, but also specify 
higher-order neuronal features and contribute to circuit formation. 

3.2. Specification of neuronal morphology and targeting by temporal 
patterning 

Landmark studies support a role for the OL TTFs in specifying higher- 
order features of neuronal identity, such as morphology and connec-
tivity. For example, the TTF Hth drives expression of the homeodomain 
TF Bsh, which in the NotchON hemilineage is necessary and sufficient to 
specify Mi1 neuron morphology: in bsh mutant MARCM clones the 
majority of neurons are converted from Mi1 local interneurons arbor-
izing at the M1, M5 and M9–10 layers of the medulla to Tm-type pro-
jection neurons which arborize in both the medulla and lobula [18]. 
Conversely, ectopic expression of Hth in later-born NBs is sufficient to 
generate ectopic Bsh+ neurons (although there is a competence window 
in which the NB can respond to this manipulation), and in a Hth/Su(H) 
double-mutant background, Bsh+ progeny are lost, demonstrating the 
requirement for both Hth and Notch in the specification of the Bsh+ Mi1 
identity [19,32]. Further characterization revealed that early medulla 
NBs produce neurons expressing Drf, Bsh, or Run, depending on 
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birth-order. Overexpression of Bsh using Drf-Gal4, to label endogenous 
Drf+ neurons, results in the generation of ectopic medulla intrinsic 
neurons that have correct arborizations in the M1, M5 and M9–10 
layers, however these arborizations are not wildtype. Dual over-
expression of Bsh and Hth is required to generate Mi1 neurons with 
wildtype arborization, not accomplishable by Hth overexpression alone. 
Additionally, both Hth and Bsh contribute to the regulation of Ncad 
expression in Mi1 neurons, which plays an important regulatory role in 
the correct formation of Mi1 arborizations [18,19,42]. Together, these 
data paint a picture of a regulatory hierarchy in which the Hth TTF 
window gives rise to Bsh+ Mi1 neuron identity, morphology, and tar-
geting of which is specified by the coordinate function of Hth and Bsh. 

The specification of T1 neuron morphology is another example 
within the medulla. The specification of neuronal identity is accom-
plished through combinatorial TF action downstream of temporal 
patterning in the NB [45]. T1 neurons are born from the NotchOFF 

hemilineage of the D temporal identity window and are distinguishable 
from other neurons by a combinatorial code of three TFs expressed in 
mature T1 neurons and not in their parental NBs: Ocelliless (Oc), 
Sox102F and Ets65A [45]. How does expression of these TFs in T1 
neurons relate to the temporal patterning axis? Oc+ NotchOFF neurons 
are born from the Ey TTF window and continue to be generated through 
the Slp and D windows, while Sox102F+ neurons are derived from the 
Slp and D windows and Ets65A+ neurons are born in the D and Tll 

windows (Fig. 2 A). The TTFs Ey, Slp and D are required to initiate the 
expression of Oc, Sox102F and Ets65A, respectively. For example, ey 
RNAi in the NB results in the loss of Oc+ neurons across all windows, 
Sox102F+ neurons are lost in slp mutant clones, and Ets65A+ neurons 
are lost in D mutant clones [45]. This developmental program results in 
the overlap of Oc, Sox102F and Ets65A expression in the neuronal 
progeny of the D window and results in the T1 identity (Fig. 2 A). T1 
neurons are unicolumnar and connect the lamina and medulla, with cell 
bodies located in the medulla and characteristic “T” shaped axon 
branches. CRISPR-mediated knockdown of each of these TFs in T1 
neurons impacts different aspects of connectivity and morphogenesis. In 
an oc-CRISPR background, T1 neurons have disorganized arborizations 
in the medulla while their axon projections still target the lamina, 
similar to wildtype. Loss of Oc does not affect Sox102F expression. Loss 
of Sox102F causes overexpansion of T1 medulla arborizations and 
eliminates wildtype axon projections to the lamina without affecting Oc 
expression. Lastly, loss of Ets65A causes projections to overextend to the 
M6 layer without affecting either Sox102F or Oc expression. These re-
sults suggest a mechanism similar to the combinatorial codes identified 
in C. elegans, in which distinct TFs act in a combinatorial fashion to 
specify different aspects of morphology and targeting [21,45]. Taken 
together, these results support a model in which temporal patterning in 
OL NBs activates the expression of specific TF combinations that specify 
the morphology and targeting of neuronal progeny. 

Fig. 2. The TTF cascade in type I optic lobe NBs. (A) OPC 
medulla NB TTF cascade (first row). During each TTF 
window, the NB gives rise to a GMC which undergoes a 
Notch-dependent terminal division to generate a pair of 
neurons or glia (rows two and three). NotchON neurons are 
shown on top of NotchOFF neurons. Each TTF window 
generates unique neuronal identities, with key examples 
listed (row four). Molecular identities and target neuropils 
are listed for the respective neuronal subtypes (rows five 
and six). (B) IPC NB TTF cascade (first row). Subsequent 
rows as in Fig. 1. NotchON neurons are Mi1, Tm1 and C; 
NotchOFF neurons are T1.   
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The role of temporal patterning in specifying connectivity in the OL 
is not limited to the medulla. Another example of hierarchical temporal 
regulation of morphological and connective features is found in the role 
of Dac and Ato in specifying T4/T5 lobula neuron identities derived 
from the IPC. IPC NBs give rise to two different neuronal subtypes, C/T 
and T4/T5, utilizing a truncated TTF cascade (Fig. 2B). In the IPC, D and 
Tll expression define the early and late stages of neurogenesis, respec-
tively. Young IPC NBs give rise to C/T neurons in the D window before 
switching to Tll expression, which upregulates the pro-neural proteins 
Ato and Dac to specify T4/T5 progeny [4,41]. Generation of single-cell 
clones using IPC-specific ato-Gal4 revealed that Ato+ NBs give rise to 
two distinct subtypes of direction selective neurons: the T4 and T5 
neurons. Dendrites of T4 and T5 arborize within medulla layers 10 and 
Lo1, respectively, whereas axons project to one of four lobula plate 
layers [3,22,48]. The function of Dac in the specification of T4/T5 
identities was tested using a Dac MARCM approach, demonstrating that 
in the absence of Dac, T4/T5 neurons are converted to a T2/T3 
morphology, with altered dendritic localization to medulla layer M9, 
and axons targeting lobula layers 2 and 3. Simultaneous knockdown of 
Dac and Ato resulted in complete absence of T4/T5 identities [3]. Ex-
amination of Ato mutants in the IPC reveals that Ato is not required for 
neurogenesis, as Ato+ NBs still give rise to neurons, however, Ato 
mutant neurons show severe morphological and connectivity defects 
[48]. These results suggest that Ato and Dac are expressed in the Tll 
window of IPC NBs, where they act to specify higher-order features of 
the T4/T5 lobula neurons. 

How does Dac/Ato function downstream of the Tll window in IPC 
NBs to specify the complex properties of the T4/T5 direction selective 
neurons? In order to identify TFs that instruct these mature morpho-
logical properties, Schilling et al. performed an RNAi screen against 
known TFs expressed in T4/T5 neurons, using optomotor response as an 
output. RNAi against either SoxN or Sox102F resulted in a severely 
disrupted optomotor response, implicating these factors in the function 
of the T4/T5 neurons, although their expression was only detected in 
T4/T5 neurons themselves and not in their progenitor populations. In a 
SoxN RNAi background T4/T5 dendrites overextended into ectopic 
medulla layers and showed disrupted axon targeting, demonstrating a 
regulatory role for these genes in specifying targeting and connectivity 
[51]. To determine whether these genes play a ubiquitous or cell-type 
specific role in the development of T4/T5 neurons, SoxN and Sox102F 
were knocked down in specific subsets of T4/T5s: T4a-d, T4/T5ab and 
T5cd, showing autonomous defects in each subtype. These guidance 
defects are shown to be dependent on the regulation of the adhesion 
molecule, Connectin, by the Sox family TFs via two distinct mechanisms. 
First, SoxN is required for Sox102F expression which suppresses Con-
nectin expression. Second, SoxN is required for Connectin expression in 
a Sox102F-independent manner [51]. Lastly, the combined action of Ato 
and Dac in late IPC progenitors ensures the downstream expression of 
SoxN/Sox102F and thus correct target selection based on Connectin 
expression levels. Taken together, the results of these studies suggest 
hierarchical regulation of terminal neuronal features by temporal 
patterning events in their respective progenitors. In the case of T4/T5 
neurons, IPC NBs enter a late temporal window triggered by 
Tll-mediated silencing of the D window, and activation of Dac and Ato in 
the NB. The coordinate action of Dac and Ato activates the downstream 
TF effectors SoxN and Sox102F, which in turn regulate levels of the 
cell-surface protein, Connectin, and ensure proper axon and dendrite 
connectivity in each T4/T5 subtype. Although this is one example of a 
linear pathway, it is likely that the TTFs at the top of the regulatory 
hierarchy generate TF combinations that regulate neuron-specific 
cellular machinery necessary to ensure proper connectivity. Interest-
ingly, previous work identified a role of another Sox family TF, SoxD, in 
the neurite targeting of T4/T5 neurons [13], suggesting that multiple 
Sox family proteins might coordinate in a molecular code to ensure 
proper wiring. 

To further understand the hierarchical regulation of complex 

morphological features of visual system neurons, a comprehensive un-
derstanding of how TTFs regulate downstream effector genes is 
required. The advent of single-cell RNA sequencing has allowed for an 
unprecedented ability to profile gene expression in distinct cell types. 
Application of this approach to understand how the eight T4/T5 neuron 
subtypes are transcriptionally established over time supports a model in 
which TFs specify a combinatorial code of downstream effectors in each 
cell type. Single-cell sequencing of T4/T5 neurons reveals that separate 
transcriptional programs correspond to specific features of the wiring 
process. Common T4/T5 features are established by a combination of 
TFs expressed in all eight subtypes (Lim1, Drgx, Acj6), and manipulation 
of these factors results in gross defects to all T4/T5 dendrite and axon 
morphology [29,30]. This overall genetic program is diversified by 
feature-specific transcriptional programs, with separate pathways 
regulating axon and dendrite specification. All T4/T5 neurons share a 
common function and general morphology but can be further divided 
into eight distinct subtypes based on their axonal targeting to the layers 
a-d of the lobula plate (T4a-d and T5a-d subtypes). Distinct TFs regulate 
the axon targeting of each of these subtypes to the appropriate layer in 
the lobula plate in two steps. First, binary expression of the TF, Bifid, 
directs T4/T5 axons to the general region of the a/b or c/d layers. 
Second, binary expression of Grain directs T4/T5 axons to individual 
target layers a and b, or c and d. Perturbation of Bifid or Grain selectively 
disrupts each lamination step while other common features of T4/T5 
morphology are unaffected. Additionally, T4 neurons receive dendritic 
input in the medulla while T5 neurons receive inputs in the lobula. This 
choice appears to be determined by the binary expression of the Tfap-2 
TF [29,30]. Each of these programs is characterized by a specific code of 
TFs as well as cell-surface proteins, with further analysis demonstrating 
unique downstream codes of immunoglobulin (Ig) superfamily proteins 
in each T4/T5 subtype [29,30]. These modular programs support a 
model in which TTFs sit at the top of the hierarchy, activating separate 
combinatorial codes of downstream TFs in their progeny to regulate 
separate aspects of morphology and connectivity. 

4. Conservation of embryonic temporal transcription factors 
from fly to mouse 

It has been known for many decades that individual mammalian 
retinal and neocortical progenitors produced a diversity of neurons and 
glia in a stereotyped order [2,34]. Cell culture experiments showed that 
the temporal sequence of neurons and glia could be generated in vitro, 
suggesting a lineage-intrinsic component to the process [57]. Yet the 
identification of molecular mechanisms underlying this process of 
mammalian temporal patterning remained unknown. The first TTF 
cascade to be characterized was the Hb>Kr>Pdm>Cas series found in 
most embryonic VNC NBs (see above), making these TFs excellent 
candidates for specifying temporal identity in the mammalian retina and 
cortex. This line of research was delayed, however, by the fact that each 
Drosophila TTF is related to an expanded gene family in mammals: Hb is 
related to the Ikaros family; Kr is equally related to dozens of Zn finger 
TFs, the tandem Pdm proteins are related to many POU domain TFs, and 
Cas is related to many Zn finger TFs. 

The first breakthrough came when one of the Ikaros family members, 
Ikzf1, was shown to be necessary and sufficient for specifying early-born 
retinal cell types [16]. Ikzf1 mutants had a reduced number of 
early-born retinal ganglion cells (RGCs), horizontal cells (HCs), and 
Amacrine cells (AM); misexpression of Ikzf1 gave the opposite pheno-
type of ectopic early-born cell types at the expense of later-born cell 
types, such as bipolar neurons (BI) [16]. Viral tracing showed that 
Ikzf1+ retinal progenitor cells (RPCs) produced both early-born and 
late-born cell types, ruling out the possibility of dedicated progenitors 
for early- and late-born cell types [16]. Several years later similar results 
were observed for Ikzf1 in specifying early-born cortical neurons [1]. 
Ikzf1 was detected in ventricular zone progenitors (VZPs) as they pro-
duced early-born deep layer cell types; interestingly Ikzf1 was not 
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detected in neurons themselves, but this role was likely taken by the 
closely related Ikzf2 (aka Helios) protein which is specifically detected 
in the deep layer 6 neurons [1]. Cre-induced tracing of Ikzf1+ VZP 
progeny showed that they produced both early- and late-born cell types, 
similar to retinal progenitors, and showing that VZPs transition from an 
Ikzf1+ to Ikzf1- profile [1]. Surprisingly, Ikzf1 mutants had no effect on 
cortical cell identities, although compensation by Ikzf2 may occur and 
the Ikzf1/Ikzf2 double mutant may be needed to determine the full loss 
of function phenotype. Conversely, Ikzf1 misexpression resulted in 
ectopic early-born deep layer neurons (Ctip2+ Tbr1+ Foxp2+) at the 
expense of later-born superficial layer neurons (Satb2+ Brn2+ Cux1+), 
although misexpression of Ikzf1 at late stages of cortical neurogenesis 
had no effect, showing that there is a limited competence window to 
respond to Ikzf1 [1]. 

Taken together, these studies reveal a remarkable conservation of 
function between fly Hb and mammalian Ikaros family members. In both 
systems: (1) the TTF is expressed transiently in progenitors while they 
produce early-born cell types; (2) the TTF is necessary and sufficient for 
specifying early-born cell types; (3) there is a limited competence win-
dow to respond to the TTF. 

The second ortholog to a fly TTF to be characterized was Casz1, an 
ortholog of the late TTF, Castor [36]. There are two isoforms, Casz1v1 
and Casz1v2. Casz1 isoforms are expressed in RPCs at increasing levels 
from E14.5 to P0, when late-born cell types are generated. Loss of 
function of both isoforms via mouse conditional mutant or retroviral 
clones showed a decrease in late-born rods and a corresponding increase 
in earlier-born HCs, AMs, and cones. Conversely, overexpression resul-
ted in an increase in rod (Casz1v2) or BI numbers (Casz1v1) [36]. More 
recently the same group has shown that Casz1 has physical and genetic 
interactions with the NuRD complex [37], known to promote epigenetic 
gene silencing, and that the NuRD complex histone deacetylase function 
is necessary for Casz1 function [37]. For example, Casz1 overexpression 
decreases rods, as mentioned above, but addition of the histone deace-
tylase inhibitor TSA will prevent Casz1-induced ectopic rod formation; 
furthermore, CRISPR knockdown of key NuRD complex members 
mimics the Casz1 loss of function phenotype of reduced rod numbers 
[37]. Taken together, fly Cas and mouse Casz1 have highly similar roles 
in the specification of late-born neuronal identity. For several years, 
Ikzf1 and Casz1 were the only two orthologs of fly TTFs, and they pro-
vided ’book ends’ as early and late TTFs, respectively – leaving open the 
question of what comes between them. 

More recently, two additional TTFs have been discovered to play a 
role in the middle stages of retinal neurogenesis following Ikzf1 and 
preceding Casz1. The first, Foxn4 is expressed in retinal progenitors at 
the time of middle-born neuron production: HCs, AMs, cones, and rods – 
but not late-born BIs or Müller glia [33]. Interestingly, the Drosophila 
ortholog of Foxn4 called Jumu is required in several embryonic neuro-
blast lineages to specify cell identities [11], although it has not been 
tested for a role in temporal patterning. Loss of function for Foxn4 re-
sults in increased early-born retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) and loss of 
subsequent cell types (HCs, AMs, cones) as well as transient loss of rods. 
Conversely, misexpression of Foxn4 results in fewer RGCs and increased 
number of HCs, cones, and rods [33]. Similar to Drosophila TTF 
cross-regulation, Foxn4 activates the next TTF, Casz1, and represses the 
previous TTF, Ikzf1 [33]. The second TTF to be recently characterized is 
actually a pair of POU domain TFs Pou2f1/2 (formerly Oct-1/2), which 
are orthologs of the fly middle-born TTF Pdm. Recent work from the 
Cayouette lab has shown that Pou2f1/2 proteins are detected in RPCs 
during the middle stages of neurogenesis (E11.5-E15.5) and maintained 
in mid-born cones, HCs and AMs [24]. Overexpression by electropora-
tion resulted in an increase in cone numbers. Reducing Pou2f1/2 levels 
by RNAi, CRISPR gene lesioning, or Cre-induced conditional knock out 
effectively decreased Pou2f1/2 protein levels and reduced cone number 
while increasing late-born rod numbers [24]. Furthermore, the authors 
show that the early TTF, Ikzf1, activates Pou2f1/2 expression, and 
Pou2f1/2 represses the late TTF Casz1 [24]. This is somewhat different 

from the cross-regulatory hierarchy in Drosophila, in which Pdm pro-
motes Cas expression [17,61]. 

The results summarized above show that the mammalian cortex and 
retina both use orthologs of fly VNC TTFs to generate temporal identity 
using remarkably similar mechanisms, although see [50]. It remains 
unclear whether this reflects a deep evolutionary relationship, or the 
more recent convergence of gene expression patterns. Despite the recent 
progress, many questions remain. (1) What is the relationship between 
Pou2f1/2 and Foxn4 in specifying "middle" temporal identity? Perhaps 
Pou2f1/2 act as "subtemporal" factors to subdivide the broader Foxn4 
expression window. (2) The fly TTF Kr is equally related to dozens of 
mammalian Zn finger TFs; which, if any, of these TFs may play a role in 
specifying temporal identity following Ikzf1? High temporal resolution 
single cell RNA-sequencing [12] may provide the best candidates from 
this broad TF population. (3) Casz1 is a TTF in the retina, but is not 
expressed in the developing cortex. What takes its place as a late TTF in 
the cortex? (4) How does Casz1v1 induce BPs, whereas Casz1v2 induce 
rods? (5) Both fly and mouse TTFs are transiently expressed; what 
maintains neuronal identity after the TTFs are gone? (6) Fly spatial TFs 
alter the epigenome to bias TTF genomic access and function [54], 
whereas mouse Casz1 alters the epigenome [37], which may bias spatial 
TF binding and function; does each organism integrate spatial and 
temporal TFs differently? Or might both spatial and temporal TFs act by 
altering the epigenome, helping to create distinct, heritable chromatin 
landscapes for each neural subtype? Recently there has been rapid 
progress in the field of temporal patterning in both flies and mice, so the 
answers to the questions above should soon arrive. 
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